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Barron Discusses:
Herbert V. Lando
good balance between the
reputational interests at stake and
the right to publish news quickly
without too oppressive a burden
to verify the complete accuracy of
reports.
Dean Barron seemed to feel
that, in fact, this was not an
extremely important case because
it simply reaffirmed the status
quo. Barron remarked that, had
the decision gone the other way,
creating a virtually absolute
immunity for the press, more'
pervasive ramifications would
have ensued.
Barron went on to discuss
,several other media-related cases
including Garnett Co, Inc. v,
DePasquale, 99 S., Ct. 2898
(1979), in which it was held that
the press could be excluded from
the courtroom. This case, Barron
feels, will have far-reaching
effects unless qualified in future
cases. Indications that this case
will, in fact, be given a restrictive
reading are evidenced by the fact
that several Supreme Court
justices have made public
statements to the effect that they
meant this ruling to apply only to
preliminary hearings, despite the
'fact that the decision was couched
in Sixth Amendment terms. The
Sixth Amendment concerns only
trials, not preliminary hearings.
Dean Barron was receptive to
questions concerning such current
topics as the right to search
newsrooms despite lack of
probable cause that a crime had
been committed, the right to
publish plans for a hydrogen
bomb, and the deregulation of
AMraJio.
Coffee was provided free of
charge by the Student Bar
Association, sponsor of the in-
The Supreme Court said that it formal seminar. Other members
did not think an overhaul of N. Y. of the faculty will be speaking on
Times v. Sullivan was ap- a variety of, topics at future
propriate, reaffirmingthe actual' S~B.A. seminars to be held
malice standard. The Court felt Thursday afternoons from 4:00 to
that the standard had struck a 5:00 in Bacon lounge.
by Shelley Goldfarb
Colonel Herbert appeared on a
CBS Television broadcast of
"Sixty Minutes" at which time he
made allegations concerning
atrocities committed in Viet Nam
by' the Americans. It was
suggested on "Sixty Minutes"
that Herbert might not be telling
the truth. Herbert responded with
a suit for $44 million against
Barry Lando, producer of "Sixty
Minutes".
Extensive discovery followed
by compliance by CBS occurred.
.CBS, however, refused to answer
certain questions concerning
Lando's state of mind at the time
he determined which segments to
include in orvexclude from the
, broadcast: '
media law, spoke primarily about
the recent Supreme. Court
.decision in Herbert v. Lando, 99 _
S. Ct. 1635 (1979), a case in-
volving the question of editorial
. privilege.
Dean Jerome Barron was the
guest speaker at an informal
seminar sponsored by the Student
Bar Association "on Thursday
,afternoon, September 27,1979.
I Dean Barron, a specialist in
The questions attempted to
probe Lando's mind to ascertain
whether Lando's choices were
,influenced by a desire to "get
Herbert". The CBS lawyers
expounded the position that
Lando could not be required to
answer because' compelling such
compliance would interfere -with
Lando's "editorial privilege".
. Herbert argued that a ruling that
Lando's state of, mind could not
be probed would amount to a
declaration of absolute immunity
from prosecution for libel of
public figures because without
such information, one could not
prove actual malice, the already
difficult to prove standard for,
dealing with libel of public figures
established in the case of N. Y.
Times v. Sullivan 845 S. Ct. 710
(1963).
Supreme Court Begins Ne.Term
, by BUI Lietb .
Law students in Washington
have a unique opportunity to see
. the workings of the Supreme
Court first hand. All students
should avail themselves of the
chance to watch oral argument
before the Court. However a
word of warning to, anyone
making a first-time visit: Be pre-
pared for some unexpected ac-
tions by the Justices. It is not
.uncommon for them to get up,
walk around, leave the Chamber,
talk with one another (and even
apparently joking with one anot-
her, judging from 'the occasional
laughter) while oral argument is
going on. It makes one wonder
what the visiting high school clas-
ses think about after watching the
high court "in action."
One intriguing aspect of this
case is that both the Solicitor Gen-
eral and the Securities Industry
Association have submitted ami-
cus briefs which are critical of the
lower court decision. While they
both agree that Chiarella should
go to jail, each believes that the
Second Circuit could have achie-
ved the same result with a more
narrow holding. They argue that
if the definition of an "insider" is
allowed to stand as is, then it
would seem to include many
individuals who have always been
believed to be exempt from "insi-
der" restrictions. This group
would include those such as ten-
der-offer solicitors who, they
argue, use the information to fur-
ther legitimate, non-criminal
'ends. The Court is asked to
reform the Second Circuit opin-
ion so as to prevent those who
legitimately .use inside infor-
mation from being subject to
criminal penalties. '
, Two cases, Payton v. N. Y. and
Riddick v. N. Y., challenge the
constitutionality of sections of the
New York Criminal Procedure
Law which permit police to make
warrantless arrests in private
homes even when no emergency
circumstances exist. New York's
highest court ruled that such
arrests were not violative of
constitutional guarantee against
unreasonable searches and sei-
zures. It will be interesting to see
if the Court continues its inclin-
ation to narrow the Warren
Court's rulings in the area of
criminal procedure.
The 1979-80 term of the Su-
preme Court, which began on
Monday, will probably not have
any cases that rival Bakke or
Weber for national attention" but
several pending appeals should be
of interest to the legal commu-
nity.
One case, Fullilove v, Kreps,
continues the Bakke/Weber agru-
ments by claiming that Federal
public works acts, whjch require a
mandatory 10070 set-aside for
minority subcontractors, work an
'unconstitutional •'reverse-
discrimination.' ,
Unlike Bakke or Weber, this
suit tests actions by the Federal
government that set minority
quotas. It remains to be seen
whether this Supreme Court is
able to reach a concensus on the
constitutional ramifications of
affirmative action.
Another Case to be decided,'
Chiarellav. U.S., is believed to be
the first criminal prosecution by
the' Federal government of an
individual for "insider" trading
under section lOb of the 1934
Securities Exchange Act. Chiar-
ella was a financial printer with
access to market information
before it became public. He was
convicted of using this infor-
mation to buy and sell securities
on the open market without
making disclosure.
The argument before the Su-
preme Court is that the Second
Circuit's expansion definition of
"insider" so as to include some-
one as remote as Chiarella, is an
improper interpretation of the
statute.
S8A Corporate Law Lecture Series
ByCarlos DelValle defending the interest of con- Corporation: A View . from the
The SBA is cosponsoring with sumers. General Counsel".
Professor ..Cheh the Corporate The series' will also highlight A yet to be selected figure from
Studies Lectures Series. Five Harvey Pitt and Ralph Ferrara, the Federal Trade Commission
renowned figures in the area of former and current General will talk on November I. The
corporate law will address issues Counsel to ,the Securities and grand finale will be on November
concerning the social responsib- Exchange Commission (SEC). 19th; when George Myron, a first
ility ofthe corporation. Mr. Pitt, now a partner in a rate apologist for the corporate
Attorney Mark Green, closely leading Washington, D.C. law world, will deliver a debunking
associated with Ralph Nader since ' firm, will deliver an address on lecture entitled: "An Anti-Inter-
1970, will inaugurate the series on October 25 entitled: "Changing versionist View of Government
October 18th, with a lecture Perspective: Who Says Corpora- Regulation." Mr. Myron is cur-
entitled: "The Political Clout of tions Should Have A Social rently in private practice and is
Large Corporations". Mr. Green Responsibility'?" Mr. Ferrara will the author of such statements as
is currently director of have his lecture on November IS; "federal securities law is nothing
"Congresswatch", a lobby it is entitled: "Ethical and Social, more than a subsidy for the
" .. "organization" representing and Responsibilities of the Large ignorant."
.~ ~,' " .. ' _ ' '" '. '. ' , ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. ' .. " .. '. '. '.. '. '. '.. .'.' ' .. '., '.. .. ." .
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Next: .Permission slips from mom
Incredible as it may seem, well it should be incredible, a
professor threatened the class the other week, with attendance
requirements. It was explained by this professor that every
day he goes over his seating chart, notices who is missing, and
puts a check by the name of the recalcitrant. Three strikes or
marks and you're out-out of the class. Yikes! Imagine if this
were a night class and you wanted to watch the World Series.
What if you were sick? Do you get a note from your.mother?
The attendance requirement is one of several means some
professors employ to fulfill an annoying paternal role and
perhaps assure themselves of the importance of their courses.'
Two other manifestations of this attitude are found with seat-
ing charts and professors who award points for class par-
ticipation. None of these class methods actually improve the
class but rather, prove to be just annoying enough .to detract
from the class.
It is difficult to understand why anyone would require a
student to sit in the same seat for a semester. Maybe the ar-
rangement is used to provide stability; to create a single ref-
erence point for the student from which he can derive mean-
ing, and help sustain himself in these. tumultuous times.
Thanks, but no thanks! Let's hope that it isn't contended that
the chart is used to enable the professor to know the students.
Usually the professor calls on the person once and then moves
on to another strange face. (One exception to this being a pro-
fessor who learned the name of a few students from the chart
and then harassed those same students for the rest of the
semester.)
In the meantime the poor first year student gets stuck next
to the same person he sat next to on the first or second day;
not realizing until the third day that the person only bathed
once a week, or worse yet, that the person was the sort that
really enjoyed hearing himself speak.
Professors' encouraging class participation is certainly a
good thing. It is important that a student have a chance to re- .
spond to ideas posited by the professor or fellow students.'
Class recitation is also a good, and for most students, very
memorable event. But when the professor says that he is-going
to give credit for class participation a good idea is gutted.
Inevitably some obsequious jerk will try to take the professor
up on his offer and continuously offer choiceless tidbits of
meaningless information (maybe like this editorial). The
promulgator of such drivel is thus awarded a couple of points
for his helping to fill class time. In a class of eighty some odd
students, this award has to become arbitrary and unfair. Not
all eighty can contribute.
Law school is a professional school and we are all here by
choice. If a student doesn't want to go to class, he certainly
shouldn't have to. As the cliche goes, he's only hurting
himself. It is offensive to watch a professor try to generate a
serious intellectual conversation by offering or bribing
students with a few points. If the intellectual curiousity and
drive is not there, then points for class participation will not
replace it to any meaningful extent. Finally, it really does
seem silly to assign a person to a seat so that when a student
raises his hand, the professor can mispronounce his name.
Why not let the students formulate their own response to
the professor and his material. Why should they be forced to
attend, etc. If the professor thinks that his class' and material
are essential, a.good exam will point that out. , I
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LETTERS
Library Responds
.TO THE EDITOR:
I cannot help but comment on
the headline article in the Sep-
. tember 13 Advocate. You
recognize the realities of the Law
Center's physical limitations and
close proximity to an overwhelm-
ing number of local practitioners,
yet your conclusion is based
predominantly on one emotion-
ridden incident which you con-
cede involves disputed facts.
The realities are as follows: The
G.W. Law Library serves 1,654
law students, plus 69 paralegals
(enrolled either in the CEW or
seniorsprograms). There are 478
seats, which include the reading
rooms, stack areas, and lobbies.
There are also 31 cubicle study
spaces available for post-J.D.
students. What all this amounts
to is less than one seat for every
three students. ,
The Law Library is also open to
, .
all other 'members of the G.W.
community, including staff,
faculty, and students from other
divisions, plus past Law School
graduates, who possess a current
G.W. alumni card.
. We do have the mo~t restrictive
access policy of any law library in
the D.C. area. It is not designed
to deprive access to any of our
current or continuing law stu-
dents but rather, as you concede,
to-limit excessive use by the local
bar . 'The purpose of the policy is
to make our books, our seats, and
the time of our staff members
more available to G.W .. law
students whose tuition money
pays for all of these.
Our "moral obligation" (your
words) is primarily to our
students, not to members of the
wealthy D.C. bar who are too
frugal and! or disorganized to
create a functional bar library for
themselves. This is not to say that
we don't serve local practitioners
at all. The Law Library conducts
an active inter-library law
program whereby we loan books
(at no cost) to more than 50 local
law firms. (In 1978 we loaned
,approximately 1,200 books to
private law firms).
Perhaps the saddest aspect of
the incident involving Dana
Dembrow .and our door guard is
the Advocate's sensationalistic
reporting of the occurrence-
from headlining a 5-week-old
event to lack of objectivity in
reporting it. The "undisputed
facts" you comment upon are, in
fact, in dispute." To use this
isolated event as a basis for
criticizing library policy does little
to promote a constructive
dialogue between law students
and library policy-makers.
Jim S. Heller
Associate Law Librarian
Politics
There has been much
speculation recently over Jimmy
Carter's life expectancy as Pres-
ident. From this vantage point,
Carter cannot pretend to deserve
reelection. Simply put, IT'S TOO
LATE. Interestingly enough, this
conclusion is not based upon his
failure to control inflation, or his
inane, amateurish handling of his
staff's - public back-stabbing
during the Andy Young Affair, or
even his lame, impotent response
to the coy campaign strategy of
Democratic Nominee- To-Be Sen.
Edward Kennedy.
From this vantage point, the
mere mental image that develops
during any comparison between
Kennedy and Carter serves to
illustrate the ultimate failure of
the Carter Nonadministration. As
a candidate, James Earl Carter
grabbed our attention as more
than an empty symbol of hollow
leadership based solely upon
smiles and rhetoric, Carter, as a
candidate, promised more
determination than he shows as a
riverboat dandy, unwilling or
unable to assert himself as the
'boss of his own staff. As a
candidate, Carter won our vote of
confidence, not to be the
"manager of government" he has
sheltered himself as, but as a fiery
moral leader able and willing to
grasp the searing rod of power
and give this nation some
direction.
But Jimmy had a choice. He
could have used the moral and
spiritual credibility Martin Luther
King Sr. gave him during his
election campaign, possibly
become an American Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, capable of evoking
the character and will of this
nation to face the hard decisions'
and difficult times that lay ahead.
But Jimmy Carter refused. He
sacrificed that responsibility to
become the publicly perceived
"please like me, I10ve ya' " glad-
hander he's perceived to be today.
No amount of public relations
work can give James Carter the
ability or personal fortitude
necessary to be tough, to be hard,
to be nasty, to make enemies-to'
face up to his duty as this nation's
leader.
This nation cannot afford
another President Who. though
ethical, needs to be liked and
admired more than he needs to do
his job. No special interest group
wants a "nice guy" behind the
Presidential desk of power and
influence. No American family
wants a President who isn't
willing to sacrifice as much as
they are, and who can't be just as
decisive. No self-respecting
citizen of this nation should be
willing to be branded as victim's
of a "malaise" when he or she
must accept a malaise of direction
and purpose from 1600 Penn-
sylvania Avenue.
I am just a first year law
student, unversed in the heady
intricacies of' Presidential deci-
sion-making. My family is your
standard issue early 20th Century
immigrant to this country. Weare
not wealthy, we are not intellec-
tual. But at. least we know who
and what we are. At least we can
face the hard realities of life and
live with our decisions. We also
know, now, how to recognize
emptiness of faith within a
narcotic expanse of pearly whites.
Michael Tewell
~,
InternationaILa~Week',Planned
The sixth annual Washington
International Law Weekend will
be held on Friday and Saturday,
October 5-6. The program is
-sponsored. by the. ABA and
completely planned by students
from the International Law SO"
cieties of George Washington,
Georgeto~n,and American
Universities.
The weekend offers students
from all over. the country an
excellent opportunity to meet with
international legal practitioners
from the public and private
sectors to explore career possi-
bilities in this expanding field of
law.
On Friday small groups of stu-
dents will visit law firms, govern-
ment agencies, transnational
enterprises, and international
organizations which have a
prominent transnational legal
practice. The visitation program
offers a unique opportunity to
meet with practitioners for an
informal look at what goes on in
the Washington international
legal bar. Groups will visit The
Department of State, Patton,
Boggs, and Blow; Mobil Oil;
'Baker and McKem;ie; 'Department
of Commerce; 'Federal. Trade
Commission; International Trade
Commission; World Bank;
Arent, Fox, Kinter, Plotkin, and
Kahn; International Monetary
Fund; Arnold and Porter, and
Amnesty International, among
others.
Friday's activities conclude
with a reception at the G.W .
Faculty Club for both the lawyers
participating in the visitations and
professors of international law,
with the emphasis on informal
mingling and partying.
Saturday begins with a lecture
on international legal research
methods conducted by a former
member of the Law Department
at the Library of Congress.
The topic for the Saturday
afternoonpanel discussion will be
"The Role of the Attorney in
International Negotiations," fea-
turing 'current practitioners from
both the. government and private
sectors.
The weekend concludes with a
banquet at the Faculty Club on
Saturday evening and a speech by
a prominent member of the inter-
national bar. .
The Weekend is open to All
George Washington Law
Students. A registration fee of
$5.00 includes all activities except
the closing banquet, which costs
an additional $12.00 (full course
dinner and Cash Bar).
Registration forms and in-
formation are available in the
International Law Society Office,
,301 Bacon Hall or by calling
Brent Weingardt 333-2741, Joyce
Penn 920-4868, or Gordon Oren-
buch 820-1209.
Bar Hopping
by Eli Ciambrone
The other day I was trying to
expand my intellectual field-so I
leafed through a copy of course.
offerings from The Open Univer-
sity-and to my surprise, listed
among all. the other most stimu-
lating and challenging courses
was one called Bar Hopping. So
as to clear up any confusion that
may be in your mind and to
distinguish (how many times have
you heard the word lately) the two
for you-that course has nothing
to do with this article. By taking it
you can become aware of all the
really hot spots in DC to imbide
and, quite possibly forget all
about law school, whereas this
article reminds you of law school
and what is happening-of course
it may also drive you to the same
result of the first, but, oh well.
So, what's up? First, RACE
IPSA LOQUITUR-or, the race
speaks for itself. This is a combin-
ation of a 3 and 6 mile (you guys
can figure out the kilometers) race
on. Saturday, October 27th at
Haines Point. Check posters for
more pertinent details.
On October 19th there will be a
Graduate School Party-that
includes us-sponsored by SBA.
It will be on the first floor of the
cafeteria from 8:00 p.m. til who
knows when? (probably IO or so
for all of us studying for finals).
We did manage to sign the Ernie
Steele Band and it will probably
be a cash bar. Again watch for the
posters.
You know, the faculty seminars'
have been going great (especially
according to the amount of coffee
drunk-which is a very significant
factor), so you should really try to
make the next one this Thursday
from 4-5 with Professor Nash
speaking on the ethical respon-
sibility of the federal lawyer to
his/her clients. Besides Prof.
Seidelson speaking on proximate
cause, DeanBarron has spoken
on Herbert v. Lando (some of you
con law whizes may remember
that was somewhat of an impor-
tant case which dealt away with
the need of mental telepathy when
discovering journalist's motives),
Prof. Poch giving what turned
out to be a great and humorous
talk on how to succeed in law
school, and Prof. Reitze talking
about very relevant environ-
mental issues.
Nothing conclusive yet on the
Honor Code study being conduc-
ted by Steve Blair. So far he has
done a lot of footwork and gath-
ered many surveys from other law
schools and what they do. Come
to the next SBA meeting to hear
his full report and maybe even
sign up to give him and his
committee some help.
There will be an accountant, an
attorney and an insurance expert
here on October 24 at 8:00 p.m.
Now you may wonder what they
all have in common. Well, hope-
fully they will give you some per-
sonal advice on future invest-
ments during a lecture called
Estate Planning Seminar.
And batting clean-up are a few
minor details-such as the Elec-
tion for first year representatives
on October 3rd from 11:00-6:00.
You might want to note that
Brent Weingart is in charge of
revising the SBA constitution and
.if you'd like to help and get some
great practical learning exper-
ience-drop a note off in the SBA
office. The next meeting is Octo-
ber 4th-conveniently the night
after elections (so first year reps
can come and dig in) at 8:00 in the
Hoover Room. So, til then, happy
trials-that is-s-trails ....
ABA/LSD Plans for upcomingYear
elected Circuit Governor Stephen
Steele of Catholic University
School of Law has already ap-
Students attending law school pointed Lieutenant Governors in
in the District of Columbia will be each of the Circuit's six law
pleased to know that the 1979-80 schools and has been working
academic calendar should prove diligently on a wide range of
to be a banner year in the programs for the coming year.
previously beleaguered Eleventh With the support of both SBA
Circuit of the Law Student President Sue Bastress and Dean
Division of the American Bar Jerome Barron, The National
Association (ABA/LSD). Law Center is likely to become
While political turmoil ravaged the premiere Eleventh Circuit
the Eleventh Circuit for much of member. Both Lieutenant
last year, inducing the resignation Governor Susan K. Anthony and
of Circuit Governor Robert Perry myself, (David B. Brandolph),
of Antioch School of Law, the are working to bring the kind of
Fall Semester brings to the programs to George Washington
Eleventh Circuit a new governor that serve the best interests of the
and the renewed unity of the: student body. Programs in the
ABA/LSD. Even though the planning stage include a National
smoke has still not cleared from Appellate Advocacy Competition
the fervor elicited by the recent and a Client Counseling Com-
ABA/LSD By-laws revisions, the petition, which are open to all law
delegates representing the ap- students. Both programs offer
proximately 165 ABA/LSD law students' practical experience as
schools at the General Assembly well as the opportunity to
of the ABA/LSD House of compete on a national level for
Delegates voted at the Dallas substantial cash prizes. Also, it is
Convention in August to dis- expected that ABA/LSD
continue their political bickering members will be exposed this year
and to accept under apparent to a Law Student Advising
protest the revisions imposed by Program, where local attorneys
the senior Bar. will devote at least one hour, on a
Other measures of particular one-to-one basis, to counseling
concern to the Eleventh Circuit law students about opportunities
included the passage of a and responsibilities in a particular
resolution supporting the District field of law,
of Columbia's Voting Rights Further clinical experience for
Constitutional amendment, the the law student may be obtained
striking down of the proposed through an upcoming program,
Circuit re-alignment that will known as the Volunteer Income
bring in 1980 the law schools of. Tax Assistance (VITA) program,
Virginia and West Virginia in which tax assistance is offered
together in a Circuit with the to the urban poor and non-
Washington, D.C. law schools, English speaking communities.
and a recommendation to the The program will be open to all
senior ABA that there be no interested law students, who may
limitation on the number of hours even intend to pursue careers
that a full-time law student may other than those in taxation.
work outside the classroom. Anyone interested in partici-
The Eleventh Circuit itself pating or directing any of these
seems to be as well-coordinated as programs is urged to leave a note
any Circuit in the nation. Newly in the SBA office, or in the
by David B. Brandolpb,
ABA/LSD Representative
ABA/LSD mail box in the SBA
office. Student interest now will
determine which programs gain
priority status. Further details of
this ) year's upcoming • Circuit
activities will be expounded at a
workshop/party conference
tentatively planned for all area
law schools later in September.
As your representative for the
coming year I strongly urge all
George Washington law students
to join ABA/LSD. The $6.50
investment is well spent. This year
members will receive a sub-
scription to the ABA Journal
along with the Student Lawyer
magazine. Reduced costs on ABA
section membership as well as
other ABA publications, the
availability of life and health
insurance plans through the ABA,
the ABA discount through the
Hertz Rent-a-Car plan, and the
chance to meet other law students
and attorneys make membership
highly worthwhile. Also, if
George Washington can sign up
enough members (more than
30070,a goal which was' realized
last year), our student, orga-
nizations will be eligible for
matching funds up to $1,000 for
programs that will benefit all the
students at The National Law
Center. Membership applications
may be obtained in the SBA
office, and more information
may be acquired by phoning
Susan at 243-5379, or myself at
521-6320.
Lib~ry
by Jim .Heller
..--------------------Page Three
I recently took a trip out West our law alumni in places lik
to discuss the future of our law Idaho are left somewhat disap-
school with our alumni, and to pointed. They are eager to hire
enlist support for the planned ex- G.W. law grads, but they aren't
pansion of te National Law Ceo- getting the applicants they want.
ter. In visiting G.W. law alumni Since I work in Washington,
groups in Washington state, D.C. rather than in the wide open
California, Idaho, and Nevada, I spaces, you might think my
was struck by the important place advice to THINK WEST is
G.W. law alumni occupied in the somewhat suspect. (This is true,
bar in each state. In the state of although I did once live in the
Washington, a leader of the law West-Grand Forks, North
alumni, Dick Broz ('53 J.D.), Dakota, yet!) But far' more
formerly a judge, is now a leading famous lawyers have given
lawyer. A former Governor of similar advice. Justice Frank-
Idaho, Bob Smylie ('42 J.D.), furter was reputed to have always
appeared at the G.W. Law counselled students and law
Alumni meeting in Boise, Idaho. graduates to practice in the small
In Nevada, I discovered that the towns they come from.
G.W. law alumni contingent in Biographers-tell us that Frank-
that state was nearly a hundred- furter used to tease him when he
strong. In California, I en- gave this advice on the ground
countered two former students, that the Justice spent his life in
Lenore Schreiber ('67 J.D.) and the "small" towns of Vienna,
Lucy McCabe ('67 J.D.), who are New York, and Boston.
now judges in the California state Nevertheless, at least for G.W.
judicial system. When I took a law grads, there is opportunity
picture with them, I realized that out there in the West. If you are
it was the first (and probably the tired of being one of the hordes
last) time when] would ever hold being interviewed for the large
a judge in each arm. big-city law firms, you might
Wherever I went in the West, I think of the opportunities that lie
found tremenr'ous enthusiasm elsewhere. Former Governor
and support for our law school. I Smylie of Idaho recounted to me
report this to you because I hope that, graduating from G.W. law
it augurs well for our future in school, he worked for a year with
terms of support, not only in Covington and Burling. Then he
terms of vitally needed physical said he "escaped" and went West
facilities, but also in terms of to Idaho. Six months later, he was
placement. In Idaho, one of our Attorney General of Idaho.
hosts was Hugh O'Riordan ('77 (Incidentally ,he was not an Idaho
LL.M.), a. product of Professor native.) Is this; perhaps, a career
Arnold' Reitze's environmental parable for you?
law program. Hugh is Deputy • • •
Attorney General in the Natural Incidentally, Lynn Hiner and
Resources Offices of the Attorney her staff, ever on the alert to
General. Hugh would like to hire increase the services the Place-
some G.W. law graduates, as ment Office can provide the
would Randy Ayre, ('65 J.D.). student body, advises us that the
Associate General Counsel of Placement Office will be open
Boise Cascade Corporation. So from 10 a.m, to 3 p.m. on
would Dennis Olsen ('60 J.D.), Saturday for the next six to eight
who is practicing in Idaho Falls. weeks. The Placement Office
The problem, dear students, is plans to repeat these Saturday
you. Most of you seem to want to office hours next April-May for
stay in the concrete jungles of the the summer job rush.
East. The results is that some of
-Jerome A. Barron
- .
Student Questionnaires to come out
The Law School's Self-Study
Committee, chaired by Professor
Zenoff, will be distributing
student questionnaires in class
during the second week of Oc-
tober. The questionnaires will ------------- ..
allow the Committee to develop a
student profile and will provide
'general information for use in
administrative decisions (e.g.
curriculum changes).
The results of the ques-
tionnaires will be included in the
Self-Study Report to the ABA,
which is due in draft form by
early November. Anyone with
questions, ideas, or input, see Sue
Bastress in the SBA office, Bacon
Ha1l301C, or call 676-7150.
SBA Budget
Student Bar Association
treasurer Randy Arndt has
completed the budget
allocations for 1979·1980. Just
about every organization
received what they wanted.
Booksale
I would like to thank all library
personnel who took part in the
The Law Library had its first sale, especially Anne Johnson
used booksale on Thursday, who coordinated the event.
September 27. From all accounts Thanks also to all persons who
it was a huge success-488 books purchased books and/or drank
were sold and gross receipts the free beer.
totalled $384.50. All books, People who would like to
discarded were multiple copies- pursue those books left unsold
at least one copy remains in he should contact the 3rd Floor Desk
collection. people.
78-79 79-80
BALSA $225 $1000
Int. Law Soc. 270 985.75
Moot Court 325 1200.00
Patent Law 225 1100.00
WRO 47.00 500.00
Nat'l. Law's 127 1180.00
Guild
Law Revue 580.00
La Raza 75.00 560.00
Book Ex- 50.00 100.00
change
Equal Justice 70.00
.~-~ ~ - ' - -.." -..- .-- .. "- •. _ ,. .'-- , - -..- ."' -' .. ~..: - ....
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Religion and the Court:
represented by new Justices, will the Supreme Court held in
remain guided by the Constitu- Wooley v. Maynard 197 S.Ct.
tion and adhere to the purposes of 1428 (1977)] that individuals
that document in their interpreta- cannot be made the involuntary
tion of it. To do otherwise would vehicles of views with which they
be a danger to the integrity of the disagree, so the experience of
founding doctrines of our govern- living in a political community
ment. Itmay also be expected that which endorses or affirmatively
diehards such. as Senator supports religious positions with
Moynihan will, in all likelihood which one disagrees may be
continue to press the issue. regarded as a peculiar offense to
Consistent with the .free exercise the freedom of conscience. "
clause, such religious advocacy When dealing with church and
cannot be condemned. What is of' state entanglement, politics and
concern is when the official religion' make strange bedfellows;
means of policies enter into areas religion and constitutional rights
with religious ends which may share not the same bed.
offend particular individuals. John A. Saltmarsh
Again, Professor Tribe; "Just as
separation between church and laboratories for the shaping of
state, was not absolute. In values while it perceives the latter
the same case Justices Black, church-related institutions as
Frankfurter, and Jackson all religiously neutral. Harvard Law
dissented with Jackson observing Professor Laurence Tribe clarifies
that," .the wall of separation the point: "In the case of a
between church and state has college, the state can prevent the
become even more warped than I government from being symbol-
had anticipated. " ically identified with a religious
The point must be made that enterprise without unduly in-:
however limited aid to students of trusive policing; it is impossible to
parochial schools may be, the avoid that effect in the parochial
sectarian aspects of the schools schools without excessive en-
they attend benefit from such aid, tanglement."
.if only by easing their budgetary The Supreme Court has made
burdens. It would, however, be no. decision which advocates
discriminatory to deny these denying parochial schools access
religious institutions aid in the to federal funds. Wolman v,
form of police or fire protection, Walter 97 S.Ct. 2605 (1977)
in essence, emergency aid. Provi- provided somewhat precise guide-
sions as such are not disputed lines identifying aid which is
because they are not perceived as impermissibly integrated into the
part of the educational enterprise. parochial schools. Equipment
This type of aid is provided to such as projectors, tape recor-
schools not as educational institu- ders, maps and globes, science
tions but as part of the general kits and the like are but a part of
public. the school itself and not to be
The Court in no way attempts .supplied at public expense. Funds
to persecute sectarian schools appropriated for such items in
through its decisions. The "estab- sectarian schools suggest sym-
lishment" clause of the First bolic identification with the
Amendment maintains that state government. Secular or non-
aid may not be provided for ideological services and materials'
religious purposes. But in the test such as that of bus transportation
of forbidden aid the court has and secular textbooks supplied in
looked to features other than common to all students result in
economic impact. Herein lies the mere mechanical contacts bet-
basis for the court to rest it's ween the church and state and do
decisions on the factors of en- not cross the clouded, indistinct
tanglement and symbolic identif- barrier between the two.
ication. In effect, recent Court decisio-
If harsh treatment of parochial ns have moved in the direction of
schools is undue it is not the fault putting the issues to. rest. In the
of the Court; it abides by the future it can be expected that
Constitution and adheres to its marginal school support
. guidelines. In the case of Tilton v, programs will remain but it seems
Richardson 403 U.S. 672 (1971) probable that sectarian schools,
the Court was not, as Mr. with their admittedly dire
Moynihan suggested, in the belief financial straits, will have to look
that, "there is a scientifically to private sources to solve their
valid distinction between the problems. Future Courts, though
susceptability to indoctrination , IF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
between 18 year olds and 19 year'~~~'i£::''!!~~~:EVERY.AVA'ILABlE AID
;~~:::~t~~egS~~O~~u:a~~nC~~~C: [ ·FO. •... R" ·T·-.·H. . 'E' 'LA· ...··W':·. . .···5.. T· .U·.· ·D·. ·.·E·.N·1·
special place in our society and
the judgements of the Court show .... G I·LBERTS' 'CO'·1FS
it to be especially careful to avoid 0-·.' -
government programs which' SUM & SUBSTANCE .-
would provide direct economic . I. . I· . -
aid to sectarian institutions. In ~ LEGA LIN ES •
Roemer v. Board of Public
Works 426 U.S. 736 (1976) the SMITH REVI EWS NUTSH ELLS'Court made it clear that it's . .. . . '-
perceptions of elementary and CASE NOTES AM'·ERICAN LEGAL
secondary schools were distinctly - . . . .
different from that of colleges. CASE DIG ESTS
The former it views as
EMANUALS- HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY' SUPPLIES .AND MORE
DISCOUNT PRICES AND
COMPLETE SELECTION·
1917,s... ... LAW BOOK CO.
. .._._~.Je-St.N.W.. Tel 785-0U4
To the Editor:
(This article-briefly attempts to
look closely at the purpose of the
"establishment" clause of the
First Amendment as it applies to
parochial schools. It does not
share in the viewpoint that issues
of public policy come before
issues of constitutionality, as
expressed by Senator Daniel
Patrick Moynihan in the National
Review (August 3, 1979) and in
the article, "Religion, Reality,
and the Supreme Court", which
appeared in the Advocate's recent
issue.)
When Senator Moynihon speaks
through the National Review he
expounds beliefs which are
political in nature. When the
Supreme Court: speaks through
it's decision of a case it expresses
the meaning of the Constitution,
and guided by that document,
presents views which are judicial
in nature.
Politics and religion have had a
long standing tendency to rub
shoulders in a variety of ways.
Often times in the past this
association has brought objec-
tions from political leaders as to
decisions made by the Court
involving First Amendment
rights. Warren Court decisions
which prohibited laws which aid
one religion or all religions
brought political figures such as
Senator Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia to warn that, "Someone
is tampering with America's
sou1."
Certainly Mr. Moynipal\ has
not gone to the extremes' of
disregarding the Constiturlon.on
this issue as have others in the
Senate such as religious con-
servative Senator Jesse Helms,
who would propose to amend the
Constitution in regards to
religious prayer in the schools
rather than abide by it. However,
Senator Moynihan's perceptions
of the way the Court has dealt
with the issue have an overt
tendency to overlook constitu-
tional reality.
Historically, the issue of First
Amendment rights and aid to
sectarian schools has been a
potentially explosive matter. The
controversial questions which
have arisen continue to be the
focus of public debate and
dispute.
The post WWII Court ap-
proached religion in the schools
cautiously and conservatively. A
1952 case left the issue far from
settled when Justice Douglas
declared that the wall of
Hassle-Free
TrIps
Problems of any kind on your trip abroad
can be a big hassle. And who needs it?
Traveling abroad is not as simple as it may
seem. There's a lot more to it than iust buying
a ticket, grabbing your passport and taking off
to parts unknown. A successful trip requires
advance preparation. That's why the U.S. De-
partmentof State has prepared a booklet,
"Your Trip Abroad." Single copies are free and
filled with facts and tips like these:
r-_-:::---;;:t;------1
I '~~)l" CorrespondenceManagement Division I. 'v tI Bureau of Public AffairsI . ~~U.S. Departmentof State I
Washington.D.C. 20520
I Pleaaa send me a copy or "YOUR TRIP ABROAD" I
I Name . I·I Please Print I
I Address I
City State Zip _1 J
Cafe Hollywood & Vine
-Flaming Broil-
, Special for Students: .
Cowboy Special Cheeseburger (6 oz.)
served with lettuce, tomato, mayo
fried onions and hot pepper
on kaiser roll
$159
Many delicious subs
served on French bread.
20061 SI. N.W. 296·3473
Hours: 11 am to 1 am
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Criticism and Response
To the Editor:
In your September 12 issue
(Vol. 11,' No.2, p, 12] Mr.
Michael McDonald argues that.
, the Supreme Court's Opinions in
the area of government aid to
sectarian schools are inconsistent
idiotic, and unrelated to the real:
ities of the role parochial schools
play in our society. He argues that
private schools should not be
allowed to "go under."
As a' student of the First
Amendment, and a practitioner in
the area of the religious liberties, I
respectfully suggest that Mr.
McDonald's position bears no
"realistic" historical foundation.
The truth is that the Framers, and
particularly Madison and Jef-
ferson, felt that a complete" wall
of separation between Church
and State was~t!illy. n~~.!~Jor
a democracy. The long history of
the States' taxing religions and
foisting certain religious precepts
upon the people hardened the
Framers' intent to keep religion
and government from inter-
mingling.
The point is that tax dollars
cannot be spent to enable •
religious institutions to propagate
their views. Who does not see,
Madison wrote:
[tlhat the same authority
which can force a citizen to
contribute three pence only of
his property for the support of
anyone establishment, may
force him to conform to any
other establishment in all cases
whatsoever?
Madison, "Memorial and
Remonstrance of Conscience".
If we are to retain individual
freedom of conscience, then the
people must be resolute in the
defense of religious freedom. The
supporters of aid to private
ARepl,
by Michael P. McDonald separation', part of his Reply to
Mr. Graber's lengthy letter in the Dansbury Baptist
which he attempts to rewrite our 'Association, was not concerned
country's history is a' further directly if at all with the problem
reminder of the fact that history of public education; and finally,
in the wrong hands can some- (5) that Madison's Remonstrance
times become every bit as tenden- was directed toward the specific
tiousas the law. Unfortunately, type of religious intolerance
the price exacted in applying the found in Virginia which was not
tricks of legal advocacy to common to any other of the
problems of historical research is thirteen states. One supposes that
nothing less than distortion and Mr. Graber thinks these facts are
hence suppression of the truth. mere trivia _which 'should be
And what exactly is the truth? passed over in order to. keep the
The Truth According To truth as clear and Simple as
Graber is "that the Framers and possible. As for myself, though, I
'particularly Madison and Jef- am not at all happy with the
ferson felt that a complete wall of bowdlerized that is to say graber-
separation between church and ized version of American colonial
state was virtually necessary for a history. History is complicated
democracy." and the words and deeds of men
The Truth is that "the long and women who lived two
history of the States' taxing hundred years.ago do not prove to
religions and foisting certain be an exceptions. For exa~ple,
religious precepts upon the people one of the.more r~ent chro~clers
hardened the Framers' intent to of American history, Clinton
keep religion and government Rossiter. at one time counted,
from intermingling." seven ~Iff~!ell;t Jeffersons who
The Truth Mr. Graber writes, were still being batted around
quoting Madison along the way, the political ~rena." There is little
is that "If we are to retain in- reason to believe that the number
dividual freedom of conscience, has diminished. In fact it may.be
then the people must be resolute more. likely to assume that With
in the defense of religious the discovery of mor.e and m~re
freedom." facts the number will have 10-
Yes well if these select creased. And so when Mr. Graber
historical poi~ts which are placed ' ~rites, in eff~ct',~hat, "!efferson
before us constitute the truth, the IS on my Side, hasJ.l t one a
whole truth and nothing but the perfect right to ask which Jeffer-
truth what about other facts son he is talking about? Does he
which seem to contradict them? mean the Jefferson who estab-
Facts such as (1) that other lis~ed !1 state .u~v~rsity (the
respected historians tell us that University of Virginia) or the
the Founding Fathers were to a Jefferson who weJ.1t. to great
man deeply religious and felt that lengths to s~cur~ rc;hgl.ousworks
without religion democracy could for. that umversity s library, Or
not succeed; (2) that the First agam, s.hould he be aUowed to
Amendment was originally in- appropriate the Jeffe!so~ who
te ded to be a limitation on the proposed a draft constitution for
action ofthe federal government Virginia in 1776 which said that
to keep it from' establishing a no. one: could be. compelled to
Church Of America similar to the lI;lamtam any r~hgl?us ~nstruc-
Church Of England and that this non, all .the while ignonng the
was so because (3) the people who Jefferson ,,:ho later advocated the
wrote the First Amendment lived use of pubhc funds for ~.sc.hoolof
in an age when half the states had theology ?for the training of
established churches and the other clergymen.
half, in accordance with the .Mr.. Graber can argue the
wishes of their citizenry (no historical facts one way aJ.ld, by
foisting involved) kept very, very the us~ of other facts which he
I ties with the organized conveniently forgets, I can put thec ose I . ., II diff t
h h S· (4) that Jefferson's situation 10 a tota y I erencure e , I' h Thi . I h Iringing phrase about a 'wall of rg 1. IS IS precise y w y
schools find no problem with the
principle because the phil-,
osophical orientation of such
schools is consistent with their
own. But not all religious people
share the views of the majority of
religious America. For example,
although many Americans still go
to church on Sunday and profess
a belief in the teaching of Jesus,
those same people favor a strong
nuclear defense and disregard the
fact that the money spent on
weapons could also be spent
-feeding and housing the millions
of poor people in this country.
Supreme Court Opinions in the
area of the Religion Clauses have
not been consistent and are often
poorly reasoned. I would suggest,
however, that this is because the
Court has already gone too far in
sanctioning support of religious
schools. No tax dollars should
ever go to a religious school. No
found Senator Moynihan's article
so refreshing. At the outset he
admitted that the historj. was
oftentimes so fuzzy that one could
make neither heads nor tails of it.
Then he went on, not to quibble
over minor details, but to tackle
the problem through a comnion
sense approach viz., tuition 'tax
credits. Alas Mr. Graber seems
unwilling to avoid over
generalizations when confronting
this issue as well. (Leading me to
believe that one of Mr. Graber's
"mentors" as he puts it, isJustice
William' O. Douglas. Besides
having absorbed Douglas' ten-
dency to ignore facts which would
otherwise contradict settled
beliefs they both seem uneasy in
the presence of religious institu-
tions.) And so Mr. Graber -Iec-
tures us that no tax dollars should
ever be spent to enable religious
sects to propagate their views
because the ','philosophical
orientation of such schools" may
offend the sensibilities of certain '
agnostics or atheists like ... well,
one presumes Mr. Graber. Never?
Would Mr. Graber then go so far
as to ban the propagation of
certain religious words such as
"holiday" or "Christmas" which
might appear in any literature or
document published by a state
supported institution? Would he
lobby for the passage of a law
forbidding welfare recipients
from spending their government
checks or churches, Bibles or
.rosaries? And what, pray tell,
would he do' about the blatantly
religious invocations which
precede every session of
Congress? Throw the rascals out?
In that case I suppose-we should
initiate formal impeachment
proceedings against President
Carter for having had the
audacity to invoke the name of a
certain deity during the March
signing of the Israeli-Egyptian
peace accords. He is, after all
paid' with tax dollars. But,
honestly, can't we be reasonable?
Look, if the state is going to
insist on education for everyone
why doesn't it also permit as
much freedom to choose from as
possible? (Where are the pro-
choice people on this one?) We
should either stop subsidizing
materials should be provided and
no money alloted to cover the
schools' costs in complying with
state mandated bookkeeping or
other regulatory procedures. On
the other hand, once a religious
school is privately funded, the
government 'can do no more than
insure the students are receiving a
sound secular education.
Providing police and fire
services to such schools would
make" much more sense if the tax
exempt status of religious
property were reexamined.
Nevertheless, as a matter .of
policy, the fire department should
never sit idly by and watch a
building bum. Poor people may
not pay taxes, but they should not
be denied police or fire protection
simply because they are poor. For
this reason, the police. and fire
protection afforded private
schools is merely an indirect activ-
education altogether or else make
arrangements like tuition tax
credits or various voucher plans
that do not operate to the detri-
ment of those who choose a
religious form of education.,
From Mr. Graber'sletter I get
the distinct impression that he
regards any religious influence on
our political or social life as being
repressive and negative. He would
therefore do well to reflect on the
fact that our American heritage,
as derived from that of Western
Europe, is based entirely upon the
Judea-Christian tradition. Also,
if we do begin to exclude religious
motives from the political scene
are we not in effect favoring non-
believers over believers hence
establishing irreligion as the
nation's official religion?
Yet in spite of the illogicality of
much of his thought and his
revisionistic proclivities one feels
compelled to forgive him. As a
former editor of The Advocate
the pressure may have been too
great for him to handle. Indeed he
may not even have had enough
time to complete his classes on
Constitutional law a fact which he
himself alludes to, when he
writes that he is still a student of
the First Amendment. We can
only hope that he will one day see
the error of his ways upon the
completion of his legal education
in this most important field.
Much of what I said in response
to Mr. Grabel's letter pertains to
what Mr. Saltmarsh has to say as
well, and so I shall not repeat
myself. I would however be inter-
ested in knowing if Mr. Saltmarsh
in arguing that the Supreme
Court doesn't interpret, but as he
says merely "expresses the
meaning" of the Constitution -is
aware of the fact that the last
person to hold that view of the
law was probably Grotious back
in the 17th century. Does he
seriously believe that the Court in
deciding not to allow federal aid
to private schools is simply
abiding by the Constitution,
adhering to it "guidelines"?
Guidelines? What guidelines? The
First Amendment talks about the
establishment of a national
religion, not about giving the
parents of Protestant or Jewish
ity that, in itself, does not con-
tribute to the existence, ad initio.
of the structure.
In short, religion is a matter for
the individual. One person's
religious truth might be another
person's blasphemy. And govern-
ment cannot play any part in the
area of religious' persuasion. It
must not in any way support or
directly aid religion, and it must
not stand in the way of any
religious teaching or precept.
With all due respect to Mr.
McDonald and his mentor, Sen.
Moynihan, I prefer the company
of Jefferson who adamantly
maintained that there should be
"a wall of separation between
Church and State."
Yours in peace,
Sebastian Graber
Advocate Editor V.l.8
schoolchildren a break. Mr.
Saltmarsh is evidently confusing
the decisions of' the Supreme
Court with the words of the
Constitution itself. This somehow
leads him to the fallacious
conclusion that future court
rulings on this subject will never
change. If that were so Scott
would still be enforced today.
'The positions of Messrs.
-Graber and Saltmarsh are each a
bit shaky. It should not, however,
be .a problem for them to get
together and perhaps work. out
their common problems, for even
though they may believe that
"religion and constitutional
right", in the words of Mr. Salt-
marsh, "share not the same bed "
it is only too obvious that they
both do.
PUT'EM
AWAY
JUST FOR
ADA~
If you can live without
your cigarettes for one
day, you might find you
can live without them
forever So put 'em away,
Just for a day Thursday,
November 15,
!THE GREAT AMERICANSMOKEOUT.• American Cancer Society.
P~ShSOviets Leavet"e Renwick
by Jim Sweeney, Arts Editor as Havana or Angola.
Another dissident is on display
If you were planning on seeing at the National. Gallery of Art
the exhibit of Russian art.that was (6th St. and Constitution Ave.,
to be at the Renwick Gallery until N.W.). Prints, drawings and
November, forget it. The Soviet miniature busts by Honore
government yanked the exhibit Daumier, the celebrated French.
out two weeks ago, apparently satirist, will be on display until
miffed that a defector from the December 2. Although Daumier
Bolshoi Opera was to sing at the was censured and jailed for his
Renwick in conjunction with the caricatures of France's corrupt
exhibit. and worthless nobility, there is no
It was unclear whether or not danger that this exhibit will be
the Renwick knew that the singer pulled by an angry government;
was a defector. Regardless, it is the' monarchy is long gone and
the latest in a series of incidents,' France is justly proud of
all connected with the arts, which Daumier's acid pen.
have embarassed the Soviet The National Gallery has also
Union. extended The Art of the Pacific
The arlier incidents were the Islands at its East Building until
censorship of a number of February 17. The over 400 objects
American books at the Moscow give a comprehensiveshow of the
Book Fair, and the defection of styles, materials and charac-
several members of the Bolshoi 'teristics of the art of the Pacific
Ballet. ' islands. Over170,Ooo people have
It is not certain whether the seen the show since it opened July
Russian art exhibit will be put I.
back up in friendlier places, such The Corcoran Gallery of Art;
at 17th St. and New York Ave.,
N.W., also has some 'of
Daumier's works" which' will
remain on view until December
18.
Meanwhile, at the Renwick's
parent museum, the Smithsonian
National Collection of Fine Arts,
Prints for the People: Selections
from New Deal Graphics'
Projects, continues' until
December 2. The' Graphic Arts
Division of the Works Project
Administration (WPA) Federal
Arts Project paid graphic artists a
modest income to continue their
work.
Advances such as the serigraph,
or silkscreen stencil print, were
developed by artists' working
under Federal grants. "The
various Graphics Arts Projects
employed several hundred artists
who produced more than 80,000
impressions of over 4,000 original
prints," says Mrs. Jane Flint,
NCFA Curator of Prints and
Drawings, in the exhibit checklist.
While both the function and the
functioning of the Graphic Arts"ji division were subject to criticism,
it did produce a large body -of
significant works, with an even
deeper political significance:
government subsidy of the arts
during a period of depression.
The NCFA is at 8th and G_
Streets, N,W. (Gallery Place
Metro station), and is open from
10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m. seven days a
week. Admission is free. ,
above:
"Trapeze Girl"
Russell Limbach 1935
below:
"Harbor Landscape"
Stuart Davis 1939
"Rapid Transit", Fred Becker c.J9,35-9
The Adams Davidson-Gallery
at 3233 P Street, N.W. will begin
a show of American Art in the
Barbizon Tradition on October 4,
.running until November 27. The
Barbizon School itself, which
these Americans emulated, was a
group of French landscape
painters of the third quarter of
the 19th century who worked
chiefly ill the area near the
Northern French village of
Barbizon.
Tom Stoppard's Night and
Day, with Maggie Smith, will run
from October 12 to Novemberl7
at the Kennedy Center's
Eisenhower Theater. Expect the
usual ingredients of a Stoppard
play: the unusual.
The Kennedy Center is also the
site, until October 21, of an
exhibit, Reflections: The Child in
America, in the Musical Theatre
Laboratory and North Gallery .
The exhibit is in celebration of the
International Year of the Child,
and will go on the road (or two
years after leaving Washington.
The Folger Theatre Group will
open its tenth season with
Macbeth, running from Sep-
tember 25 to November 18. A
review will appear in the next
Advocate. The Folger is at 201
East Capitol Street, S.E.
The New Playwrights' Theatre
of Washington opens its new
season with Practice, running
Wednesday through Sunday
evenings at 8:00 p.m. until Oc-
tober 28. Practice, they tell us, is
about boyhood's end for a
neighborhood roller hockey team
in the rough neighborhoods of
New York in the 1950s, as two
rival gangs meet in an abandoned
playground (sounds vaguely
familiar). The theatre is at 1742
Church St., N.W. (between P and
Q Streets). .
The National Air, and Space
Museum (7th St. and the Mall)
will sponsor a free public sym-.
posium on Forty Years of Jet
A viation, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. in' the museum theatre on
Friday, October 26.
The Museum of History and
Technology will open a major
new exhibit on Edison and electric
power, marking the tOOth an-
niversary of the invention of the
light bulb, early in October.
Building Crafts Fair
byJim Sweeney,
Arts Editor
The Committee for a National
Museum of the Building Arts has
sponsored four shows in the past
year: one on plans for revitalizing
the Federal Triangle, another on
the DeStijl artists and architects
of pre-World War I Netherlands,
a third on Canadian history _as
- seen through its architecture, and
a building crafts fair.
The Building Fair took place in
the Pension Building courtyard
from July 4-July 8 this summer.
The participants were the local
unions of many building trades,
including the carpenters and
joiners, sheet metal workers, elec-
trical workers, bricklayers, and
others, demonstrating their crafts
and letting people try some of
their tools.
'One feature of the fair was the
catalog, which discussed each
major craft, its place in building
arts history, and some details of
the Pension Building relevant to
that craft.' For instance, the
plaster and brick columns in the
courtyard were painted to look
like fine marble. The columns are
now painted white; legend has it
that the patterns' in the "mar-
,",li~eJ" columns kept shifting and
so the columns were painted over equivalent of a college education.
in the I940s. An apprenticeship in the Interna-
(General Meigs is also said to tional Brotherhood of Electrical
have returned to the building, rid- Workers (IBEW) lasts four years,
ing his horse down the stairs.) with over 500 hours of instruction
The real stars of the fair were and 8,000 hours of on-the-job
the craft workers, explaining and training.
demonstrating their trades. At .Many visitors were surprised to
one end of the courtyard a three- learn that one third of the over
story steel frame was going up one million members of the
(and coming down, and going up IBEW are women, and that under
again), with the help of a small union rules women receive the
crane. Sheet metal workers were same pay as any man would get
fashioning toolboxes, which they for the same job.
gave to many of the fascinated The fair was a fascinating look
kids who' came to the fair. The at the building crafts and the
electrical workers were people who work in them. The.
demonstrating the complicated workers were all very enthusiastic
knowledge of electricity, wiring,' about their jobs and about the
cable, engines, and math which is fair, and the visitors got a glimpse
necessary to belong to the union. behind the scenes of a construe-
A visitor discussed elevator tion site. An even larger building
safety (and parking problems in crafts fair is tentatively scheduled
D.C.) with a member of the for next March.
elevator workers union. An archi- The Committee for a National
tectural firm had brought draw- Museum of the Building Arts has
, ings and models of a future down- a mailing list for information,
town building. Periodically, and you can get on it by writing to
union members participated in them:
panel discussions about their The Committee for a National
work experiences. Museum of the Building Arts
The Building Fair gave many Pension Building
people 'their first glimpse at just 440 G Street ,N. W.
how much knowledge is required Washington. DC 20001
to work in the building trades: in Their number is n~-O'i(}"
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bYJUnsw=!!..,!ildingthe Building Building
Washington's historic Pension
Building may soon become a
national museum of the' building
arts, if legislation introduced in
the House of Representatives in
early August becomes law.
H.R. 5139, known as the
National Historic Preservation
Amendments of 1979 (to the
National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966): would create a
national center for the building
arts. The bill defines building arts
"to include.ibut not limited to
architecture, construction, build-
ing technology, landscape archi-
tecture, historic architecture,
building engineering, urban and .
community design, city and
regional planning, and related
skills, trades and crafts."
There is already a Committee
for a National Museum of the
Building Arts, a non-profit
educational corporation with
offices in the Pension Building, at
440 G Street, N.W;, on Judiciary
Square. Committee members in-
elude philosopher! archi-
tect/inventor R. Buckminster
Fuller, former GW professor
Frederick Gutheim, and noted
urban and architectural historians
Carl Condit and James Marston
Fitch. The president of the Com-
mittee is Dr. Cynthia Field, a
professor of American civiliza-
tionatGW.
In November 1978 Congress
passed P. L. 95-596, designating
the Pension Building an "ar-
chitectural treasure" and declar-
ing that its most appropriate
public use would be "the
National Museum of the Building
Arts."
Given this, and the broad sup-
port for Rep. John Seiberling's
(D.-'Ohio) H.R. 5139, it seems
-likely that the Pension Building
will soon be. the birthplace of a
new museum.
Both the labor and manage-
ment sides of the building indus-
try are eager to see the building
arts museum become a reality.
The proposal has been endorsed
by the American Institute of Ar-
chitects, the AFL-CIO Building
and Construction Trades Depart-
ment, the National Construction
Industry Council, the Society for
Industrial Archeology, and many
other groups.
The idea of a building arts
museum is nothing new, but not
much has come of it in the past.
Many museums do exhibits on
historic buildings or other man-
made structures, but generally the'
viewer only sees the finished pro-.
duct; how it was put together is
not considered worth explaining.
Unless you're in the building field
or interested in it, the how and
why of building arts is often a
mystery.
Museums of the building arts
exist, mainly overseas, but none
with the depth and scope of this
proposed museum. The most
famous here is no doubt the
Museum of Modern Art's Archi-
tecture Department in New York,
although it focuses on architec-
turealone.
Most such museums· tend
toward architecture and! or
design. Many. architectural
museums exists overseas, includ-
ing, the 71 year old Museum of
Architecture in Prague, Czechos-
lovakia, and the National
Museum . of Architecture in
Madrid,which includes a con-
struction museum.
As it is proposed, the Museum
of the Building Arts (affectionate-
ly known as "the Building Build-
ing" to the Committee, a name
also applied to the Pension
Building) would have three main
functions: 1) a forum for public
and professional education on
issues in the building arts, 2)
building arts exhibitions, and 3) a
building arts library, archives and
national document inventory.
In fact, this is much more than
just a "museum." The proposal
is much closer in spirit to the
Pompidou Center in France,
which combines an art gallery,
cultural center. multi-media dis-
plays. an acoustical research
center for music. and Paris' first
large public library .
The Pension Building itself is a
fascinating and fitting location
for such a museum. Completed in
1887 to house the U.S. Pension
Office, it was also known as
"Meigs' Old Red Barn," after its
designer General Montgomery C.
Meigs. The all-brick (over 15.5
million bricks) building is totally
fireproof; General Philip
Sheridan is said to have remarked
"What a pity" when told by the
proud General Meigs that the
building couldn't burn.
The huge Renaissance revival
building, modeled after the 16th
century Palazzo Farnese in Rome,
features a stunning terra cotta
frieze of Civil War soldiers by
Casper Buberl, running along the
exterior of the building for 1200
feet. .'
Measuring 400 by 200 feet, the
horizontally oriented building
gives the impression of a long.
low warehouse. The interior
courtyard is an entirely different
story; 316 feet long, 116 feet
wide, and 159' feet high, it is a
cavernous open space, lit by huge
skylights. The courtyard features
Corinthian columns 75 feet high
and 25 feet around, and has been
used for eight presidential in-
augural balls.
The building has stood up well
to nearly a century of continuous
use and many different tenants.
although the bad' winter and
spring weather pointed out a few
leaks in the roof.
It is also much' more energy
efficient than many modern
buildings. Ventilation was pro-
vided through three missing
bricks under each window, stale'
hot air escaping through the open
transoms in the skylight. The
windows were shaded by metal
awnings,now removed. Meigs
found that a total exchange of air,
with the clerestory windows in the
roof open. took only two
minutes. Without air condition-
ing, the building stayed at a'
temperature of 85 degrees in the
summer of 1887; that winter it
was 66 degrees inside, little less
than President Carter's 68 degree
order for office buildings.
There are 150,000 square feet
of usable space in the building,
more than enough for the
photo by Bob Gallop
proposed museum. By contrast. Interior. The museum will be pro-
the East Building of the National vided with a Building Arts
Gallery has 110,000 square feet in Foundation to carry out its func-
its exhibition areas and other tions.
public spaces. 25.000 square feet Currently it is uncertain
of office space may be rented to whether the museum would be
non-profit groups or government part of the Smithsonian Institu-
agencies relevant to the building tion, the Interior Department, or
arts. maybe another agency. The Com-
The Pension Office and its 1500 mittee's proposal plans for input
employees moved out in 1926, to into the museum from many
be replaced by the General Ac- government agencies.
counting Office. followed by the The' Pension Building seems
Civil Service Commission, some like the perfect place for a build-
Smithsonian offices. and the ing. arts museum; certainly it
D.C. Superior Court. now in its would be hard to find another
new building nearby. The current existing and available building in
occupant is the Interior Depart-: Washington which would ac-
ment's Heritage Conservation commodate the huge exhibits such
and Recreation Service, with a museum would create.
which the Committee has a lot of The total cost of converting the
contact. since the agency is con- building and setting up the
cerned with historic preservation. museum is estimated at $21.2
There are also a few small govern- million. When you consider that
ment agencies scattered through- one of every seven Americans
out the building. works in the building (and
If the building arts museum rebuilding) trades, and that total
legislation passes, the building construction costs in 1977 were
will b~ transferred from the $117 .billion ($7 of the Gross
General Services Administration National Product), that's getting
(GSA) to the Department of the a rrm~e!!mat a bargain rate. .
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.It Has Been Decided .••
Israel, the allegation alone by the
husband of an act of adultery on
the part of the wife obligates the
husband to give the wife a Jewish
divorce (a Get). If the husband
refuses to give the. divorce, the
wife would then be an "aguna", .
which is neither married or
divorced under Jewish law. An
aguna cannot remarry, nor can
she divorce her husband.
The court enforced the
agreement citing the clear intent
of both parties in contemplation
of marriage and the stigma that
, would attach to the wife if the
contract was not honored by the
husband.
NY SUPREME' COURT,
KINGS CITY, STERN VS
STERN, 817179,48 LW 2]73 I
competent at the request of the
parents.
In Re Grady, 7/]2179, 5
Family Law Reporter, 2808
has, and should not be permitted;'
No consideration will be given to
the defense of verification based
on confidential material. At trial,
if defendants opt to rely on their
statutory privilege, they should be
precluded from, any use of those
sources and information as proof
of verification or evidence 'of
responsibility. On the other hand,
if they choose to fully disclose, no
limitation of the defense will
occur.
NY SUPREME COURT, APP
DIV, 2ND DEPT.. GREEN-
BERG VS CBS, INC., 817179
nurse's station and asked' to
remove her clothing. Upon
removal, her clothing was briefly
examined, her hair was lifted to
determine if any substances were
hidden in it, and she was then
permitted to dress. No marijuana
or other drugs were found in her
possession. Itwas later discovered
that the student had been playing
with one of her dogs the morning
of the search and that the dog was
in heat.
by David Bane
Plaintiff, an endocrinologist,
brought this libel action against
CBS, Inc., for a segment on its
"60 Minutes" television show
entitled "Over the Speed Limit",
which dealt with amphetamine
abuse and which allegedly libeled
plaintiff. The allegedly libelous
statements were made in an in-
terview by Mike Wallace of
Barbara Goldstein, a former
patient of plaintiff's.
In order to determine what duty
of care CBS had in assessing the
accuracy of Goldstein's
statements, it is necessary to
determine whether the plaintiff is
a "limited issue" public figure. '
The court ruled that the plaintiff
has published over 50 articles in
, scientific books and journals.
The defendants claim that they
verified Goldstein's statements
through interviews with other
patients, but assert their privilege
under the New York shield law
not to reveal those sources. Their
refusal to disclose has deprived
the plaintiff of access to valuable'
and material evidence on a critical
element of plaintiff's cause of
action. Defendants rely on un-
disclosed sources and information
for verification, as "proof" of
their' responsibility. They are thus
using the shield law affirmatively
as a sword to prevent challenge by
the plaintiff. Such exploitation of
the shield law vitiates the limited
right of recovery that the plaintiff
Divorce-Jewish Marriage
Contract
The wife brought a civil divorce
action against her husband,
including one count seeking
specific performance of a Jewish
marriage contract (Ketuba),
entered into by the parties,
specifically, delivery of a Jewish
divorce by the husband to the
wife.
Under the Ketuba where a
husband alleges, infidelity on the"
part of the wife (ashe did in his
counterclaim herein), he may not
resume cohabitation with her and
that under the laws of Moses and
The court ruled that all parts of
the drug search were permissible
under the Fourth Amendment,
except the nude search of the
students. In this case, the search
was unreasonable because no
facts existed, other than the dog's
alert, which would reasonably
have led the school officials to
believe that the student possessed
any drugs.
USDC Nlnd Doe v. Renfrow,
8/30179,48 LW 2]97
Current Decisions
Public schools-drug-detecting
dogs. .
Ata junior-senior public high
school complex, a canine team,
consisting of a school ad-
ministrator, a dog, 'its handler,
and a uniformed police officer
entered a schoolroom unan-
nounced. Students .were instructed
to sit quietly in, their seats with
their hands and purses placed
upon the desk tops while the dog
handler introduced the dog and
led it up and down the desk aisles.
If the dog alerted, the student
was asked to empty his or her
pockets or purse. A body search,
something less than a nude
search, was conducted with
respect to II students because a
dog continued to alert after they
had emptied their pockets and
purses. Plaintiff was escorted to a
nESEAnCH FAFEnS
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Birth Control-Sterilization
Parents of an 18-year-old girl
afflicted with Down's sym-
drome-mongolism-were gran-
ted their request to have their
daughter sterilized. Voluntary
sterilization is encompassed
within the right of personal
privacy that is entitled to con-
stitutional protection. The court
concluded that it has, through its
parens patriae jurisdiction, .the
authority to substitute consent of
the sterilization of an in- 1 ----------------------------------------------- _
"
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In Between the Sheets
by Jim Heller
Q. Jim, I need an answer to this
most difficult legal research
question.
A. The answer is PL 95-454.
Q. That is incredible! That is not
the question, but how did you
know that it dealt with PL 95-
454, the 1978 Civil Service
Reform Act?
A. Just intuition. Now, what is
the question?
Q. OK. I've got the text of the
Act, which, in its final form,
was S. 2640. I got the act from
the U.S. Statute at Large Slip
Laws, which are on Reserve ..
On the last page of the text,
they list the Legislative His-
tory of the Law. I'm told that
there is a House Report, a
Senate Report, and both a
House and Senate Conference
Report. I located S. Rep. 95-
969 (July 10, 1978) via the
C.I$. Index! Abstracts. .In
this Report, I have a reference
to §7215, which deals with
Title VII of the proposed
Law, which is an attempt to
consolidate a number of
labor-management relation-
ships of Federal employees.
A. Well, what is the problem?
Q. The problem is that I can't
find §7215 in the Law itself.
There is no §7215 of PL 95-
454.
A OK. In the first place, the Re-
port in question is a report on
the Bill S. 264O,oot the Law
ultimately passed by both
houses of Congress.
Q. I know that, and I found a
text of the bill, but still there
is no §7215.
A. How did you find the text of
S.2640?
Q. Using CIS, I indexed the
"Civil Service Reform Act,"
and I found a number of con-
gressional materials .relating
to it. One cite was on April
and May Senate Hearings on
S. 2640. CIS indicated that
the text of the bill could be
found in the June Hearings,
which were published as an
Appendix to the prior hear-
ings.
A. That's great. We don't sub-
scribe to the CIS bill series.
It's good to know that the text
of bills are sometimes in-
cluded in hearings. They are
also included in reports on
occasion.
Q. The problem is that in the bill
itself there is no §7215.
A. This is indeed peculiar. You
Park on Privacy
Professor Robert Park will
address the members of Phi Delta
Phi legal fraternity and all other
interested persons on the topic of
"The Right of Privacy" on
October 7 in Room BOI of
Stockton Hall. Prof. Park will be
the first speaker heard at the
Brown Bag Lunches to be .spon-
sored monthly by Phi Delta Phi
this year. Bring your lunch an.d
join us at 12:30 p.m. for this
informative and interesting talk.
would think that a report on a may have added §7215- Directory gives us- that in-
specific bill would directly hence the July 10 Report (95- formation.) We then go to the
relate to the bill in terms of 969) that mentions that Congressional Yellow Book
contentand section. The pro- • section. (published by the Washington
blem is that the Hearings inQ. Is there any way of verifying' Monitor), which tells who are
which the text of S. 2640 is re- that? the Legislative Assistants to
printed were in June of 1978. A. Yes. The Report came out of Senator Pryor. Two phone
The Report where §7215 is the Senate Government calls get us the appropriate
cited came out July 10, 1978~ Affairs Committee. The aide who has the text of vari-
In June, it was quite possible Chairman of the Subcom- ous 2640 bills at his fingertips.
that there was no §7215 ofthe mittee on Civil Service and Q. You mean that the text of S.
bill. By July 10, the Congres- General Services is Senator 2640 varies? .
sional Committee or Subcom- David Pryor of Arkansas A. Yes, From time to time
mittee. dealing with the bill (The 1979 Congressional' sections might be altered,
added to, deleted from' the
bill, though it is still called S.
2640. The Senator's aide tells
us that on July 10, the date S.
Rpt. 95-969 was printed, S.
2640 did have a §7215.
Although we don't have it in
our library, he said he will
copy that section and send it
to us.
Q. Gee Jim, thanks, and thank
the Senator's aide. Wash-
ington, D.C. sure is an ex-
citing place to live!
Goodmornin •
Howsyour feet.
.You kept them up late last night didn't you? And
now they don't feel so good.
. You should put them into a pair of Rockports.
Rockports are your feet's idea of a good shoe. Com-
fortable.Very, very comfortable. Because we don't make
men's and women's shoes' to fit certain price ranges. We
make them to fit feet.We're funny that way
For example, our shoes are stitched by hand. Be-
cause even the best machines can't stitch as well as people.
And the sole isn't one big hunk of crepe.
It's at least eight separate layers. This makes our
sole softer. More flexible. Easier on your feet.
Slip your feet into a pair of Rockports. Andlet
them know what
it feels' like to
beloved.
Feet have feelings, too. [~Rockporf I
For your nearest dealer, write Rockport Company, Marlboro, MA 01752.
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Blacks and Jews:A Plea for Peace
by Carlos Del Valle
The Andy Young affair has
catapulted the Black community
into an integrated position in
American policy making. Before
Young's appointment as U.N.
ambassador, Black input into
policy decision was confined to
domestic areas. Since his resig-
nation, however, Blacks have
claimed for themselves a voice in
foreign relations. Evidence of this
is the fact-finding missionto the
Middle East engage in by the leader-
ship of prominent Black organi-
zations. Although this involve-
ment has been long-delayed, it is
unfortunate that the issue that
crystallized it-relations with the
PLO-has resulted in such an
open conflict with the Jewish
community. The failure of these
two groups to relate in a non-
antagonistic manner might prove
indicative of the failure or success
of a pluralistic society to agree on
a consensus of principles that will
propel it through the coming dec-
ades.
The friction between Blacks
and Jews, always latent, was acer-
bated by Young's "forced" resig-
nation from the U.N. post.
Blacks, correctly or incorrectly,
blame Jews for that event. Part of
the reason is that in US foreign
affairs, the prestigious Kissinger
school of diplomacy has always
advocated secret diplomacy as a
necessary instrument in the at-
tainment, of given diplomatic
ends. If, from the American
perspective, peace is the sought-
for objective in the Middle East,
it would seem reasonable, at least,
to establish unofficial channels of
communication with the PLO as
they are apparently the repre-
sentatives of the Palestinian peo-
ple.
The existence of these channels
must be understood in the context
of diplomatic realities and should
not in any way be construed to
compromise US commitment to
the security of Israel, pressure Is:
rael's refusal to deal with or
recognize the PLO, or imply .offi-
cial recognition by the US of the
PLO. Recognition of the PLO
would remain contingent on ex-
pressed recognition by the PLO of
Israel's right to exist in peace and
maintain safe and secure borders.
Secret diplomacy, simply put,
would only, facilitate the US role
as a mediator of peace. In this
context, it seems that the price
exacted of Young's diplomatic
pecadillo is inordinate in light of
the demands of the Middle East
situation.
The foreign policy dispute
between Blacks and Jews is com-
pounded by the domestic political
realities of each group. It is true
that Blacks and Jews share a rela-
tively similar background of
discrimination and persecution:
slavery was the Black's Auschwitz
and Auschwitz was the Jews' bon-
dage. Nevertheless, historically
different socio-economic direc-
tions have tended to increasingly'
differentiate the political con-
Wanted: 3rd year or graduate
law student to tutor an in-
dividual in law subjects on the
weekends or during the week.
$10 per hour. Call 554-5364
after 6:00 P.M.
cerns of each group. Nowhere
was this distancing as evident' as
duing the Bakke and Weber cases,
where each group filed briefs
against each other. For the Jew-
ish community, Black gains repre-
sent a threat to the socio-econo-
mic niche they have carved out
for themselves, they do not
believe or trust the present
rhetorical about face done by
Arafat to gain public acceptance.
The Black community, on the
other hand, feels that Jews are
stalling the overdued partici-
pation of Blacks in the American
system. Furthermore, they can
sympathize with the refugee's
claim to a Palestinian state. The
pacification of the mutual rivalry
is made even more difficult by the
fact that the idiosyncratic histo-
rical background of persecution
legitimizes the claims of each
group in such an emotionally
charged way that dialogue bet-
ween them is frequently charac-
terized by suspicion, resentment
and imperviousness to reason.
Jews constantly fear anti-Semi-
tism; Blacks neo-rascism: in the
eyes of each other they might be
engaging in what the other fears
most.
This is no way for people to
live.
Blacks do not any more want
the extermination of Israel than
Jews want the perpetuation of
racism. The relationship between
both groups is characterized by
misunderstanding and stereo-
types, but not by hatred. To be-
lieve otherwise, is to willingly sow
war out of the seeds of misun-
derstanding. Helped by the way
the media inherently presents con-
flict, the difference in the treat-
ment of the PLO threatens to
escalate relations between Blacks
and Jews beyond a foreign policy
dispute into a domestic battle
latent with racial-ethnic over-
tones. This must not happen.
Only a few days-ago, recognizing
the gravity of the situation, the
Washington chapters of the
NAACP and the American Jew-
ish Community issued a joint
statement aimed at defusing the
confrontation and refocusing
their attention of domestic af-
fairs. The example they set may
be the keynote for a concerted
attack on our domestic problems
for the 80's. Because of this it is
necessary to appeal: Blacks,
Jews-peace, shalom.
On Killing Law,ers
by Jeff Gorsky, Esq.
Advocate Editor, Volume 8
I don't know if there is such a
thing as lawyer's chic, but if there
is, one thing it involves is a fre-
quent casual citing of Shake-
speare's: "The first thing we do,
let's kill off the lawyers." Despite
appearances, citing this does not
indicate suicidal tendencies, nor
does it reflect a lawyer's maso-
chistic fantasies. Instead, it's a
lawyers way of saying that despite
the three years and thousands of
dollars he spent to get through law
school, despite the 50 some hours
a week he spends working for
Gr ouch o.. Harpo, Chico,
Gumrno, and Zeppo, despite the
fact that his major ambition is to
add his name to that illustrious
firm, he hates lawyers as much as
anyone else, andbeneath his law-
yer-like exterior is not a lawyer at
all, but just a "regular guy".
I discovered this curious form
of chic in a rather painful way. I
was at a job interview, in Balti-
more, and my interviewer was
setting me at ease. His handshake
was firm, the atmosphere warm,
the conversation casual. Then he
took the final step at setting me at
-ease: he demonstrated that he
wasn't even a attorney, but just a
"regular guy". He quoted.
"You know what Voltaire said:
The first thing we do is kill the
lawyers."
Somewhat diffidently, I cor-
rectedhim.
"That's a great quote. How-
ever, I believe it was Shakespeare
that said it, not Voltaire."
I quickly discovered that my
interviewer was not a "regular
guy" after all. Underneath his
lawyer-like exterior was a lawyer,
trained like all lawyers to be ex-
tremely jealous of his authority.
The handshake withered and the
.conversation grew formal.
. ."No," he said. "It was Vol-
taire."
Now, I'm a lawyer. too, and
jealous of my authoriity, but I
wanted the job, so I compro-
mised as much asI could:
"Maybe Voltaire said it too."
Needless to say, I soon became
a sole practicioner.
The irony of all this is, that's
not what Shakespeare meant at
all. Taken in context (2 Henry VI,
Act IV, scene i, line 84), the line
can be seen as a defense of attor-
neys. The context is the Jack Cade
rebellion, which was one of the
most powerful expressions of the
remarkably strong egalitarian
sentiments that existed in late
medieval England (sentiments
that were also expressed. in the
Robin Hood ballads and in the
anonymous couplet: : I'When
Adam delved and Eva span, who
then was the gentleman?").
In Shakespeare this is treated as
the burlesque rebellion of a mob
under a ridiculous demagogue.
The political doctrine of Jack
Cade is lhat "seven halfpenny
loaves shall be sold for a penny;
the three hooped pot shall have
ten hoops" and it will be a felony
to drink ,small beer. The killing of
lawyers was an idea suggested by
political theorist Dick the Butcher
after Jack Cade promises the mob
free food and drinks. In this con-
text the line is meant mote to ridi-
cule the people who suggest it
than to comment on the unpopu-
larity of lawyers.
Moreover,while there may be
some anit-lawyer gibes in Shake-
speare, for the most part Shake-
speare is one of literature's great-
est defenders of the law, as repre-
sented by authority. The heed to
preserve lawful authority appears
as a theme in almost every play,
including the comedies, and is
'expressed most explicitly in
Ulysses' speech on degree from
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Troilus and Cressida.
There is even a theory that
Shakespeare himself may have
studied law. It is not one of the
strongest theories in the world,
since it's based in large part on
Shakespeare's use of legal terms
.(as in " 'Tis in reversion that I'do
possess", Richard II, Act II,
Scene ii, line 38); Given Shake-
speare's huge vocabulary and the
relative importance of legal terms
in a society founded upon the
ownership of land, this evidence
is hardly conclusive, but it is
possible that Shakespeare the
playwright was also Shakespeare
the shyster.
I .don't know how all this
relates to the present fashion for
this one line from Shakespeare.
Each age seems to discover
another aspect of Shakespeare
that reflects its own concerns. For
example, the Yiddish theater
latched on to King Lear, since
Lear expresses that most basic of
Jewish themes, a child's ingrati-
tude to his or her parent. The
yiddish theater even improved
upon Lear. Realizing that the one
truly great Jewish theme is that of
a child's ingratitude to his or her
mother, the yiddish theater con"
verted Lear into the most popular
of all yiddish plays, A Jewish
Queen Lear.
Still and all, it is hard to under-
stand why some lawyers find it
fashionable to masochistically
align themselves with Dick the
butcher.
J{cl.sman TI'ophy, 1970,
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Reflections of an .Old friend
By O'NealSmalls . the~ are, without adequate at·· ftheir hearts and will all 0 their
tention being given to how things minds. We must try to ignite that
"Parting is such sweet ought to be is likely to 'prevent our 'fi" I ' ire] in the belly" - that
sorrow. In eaving the faculty of society from knowing its finest yearning for the beautiful which
the George Washington hour. Without faith - that divine all lovers know. Alas, if we do not
University Law Center and re- sustainer of the human spirit v d II . d iniare a ,corruption an tnjusnce,
joining the faculty of the students will lack the will to rather than justice, shall roll
American University Law School, .fashion the edifice of justice. I downlike waters.
I have a deep appreciation for the believe that a law school that That justice is hard to deter-
truth of that statement. There is ~ac~s faith in man's capacity for mine and attain is no defense. I
the matter of leaving friends and Justice lacks greatness. We, there- have complete confidence in my
students for whom I hold fond fore, must tell our students that faculty colleague's ability to
memories; leaving the familiar ~ch generation has the right, define it; only the will is in doubt.
and abandoning routines are indeed the duty,to examine If we can inspire faith in our
sources of anxiety. On the other afresh the code under which it students, then we may" properly
hand, there is the challenge of lives. That each generation must rely on them I for the admin-
proving ones self anew, renewing understand the great goals of our . istration of justice. As teachers,
old and meeting new friends, and society and ask how best to as we grow older, we ought not
facing the uncertainties of life achieve them. With the wisdom of permit experience and reality to
with an institution that knows the the past, the inventiveness of the .destroy our faith in the possibility
economic realities of the day. present, and good will, we can be for justice. I say again that our
And yet, I have come to believe . about the task of building a great society shall be lost in a maze if
that an individual, like an in- society in which the-quality of our we put aside this compass.
stitution, is at his best when he is lives match the marvels of our My second comment relates to
building a reputation rather than labor. what seems to be the desire of
resting ori one. And so while I The American dream is a noble many law schools to select faculty
shall remain forever grateful for one and it is bound up in our members who have substantially
the rich experience I enjoyed at concept of justice. That dream the same political and philoso-
the National Law Center, I look simply has little chance of fuller phical views. When this policy is
'forward to the challenge here at realization if lawyers do not have faithfully pursued, it results in a
the Washington College of Law. faith in it. Thus, we do our substantial majority of faculty
I wish to comment on two country -indeed the world - a members being of one mind. With
aspects of legal education which great disservice when we fail to in- this substantial majority comes an
are of great concern to me. First, ' still in our students faith in the increasing unwillingness to hear
I am deeply concerned about the attainability of justice. We must views which differ from the
reluctance of some legal strive to the best of our abilities to majority consensus. Of course no
educators to teach justice as the kindle in our students a passion one is tarred and feathered.
end of law and their lack of faith for justice. We must paint the Rather, the majority consensus
in it. The current obsession with tapestry of justice as a work of art creates an ambiance which has a
teaching the financial realities of - a thing of beauty which chilling effect on those not a part
life and with teaching things as students should want with all of. of it. The unfortunate conse-
quence of this ambiance is that
one who differs will either with-
draw from active participation or
have created 'for him the un-
deserving reputation of being a
troublemaker or wacky. It seems
so clear to me that when either
occurs everybody loses.
In thinking about these com-
ments I was reminded of the
works of Alexis De Tocqueville
on Democracy in America. He
predicted that if freedom is lost in
America, it. will be due to the
"omnipotence of the majority."
The danger in law schools of
which I speak is of a kindred
order. Those interested in pur-
suing this matter may wish to read
chapter seven of De Tocqueville's
work.
It appears to me that a law
'school is more likely to be a vital
and stimulating center of learning
if its faculty reflects a broad
cross-section of political and
philosophical views. Age, ethnic
background, sex and experience
will all play important roles in
impaneling such a faculty. And
while that faculty is likely to be
, difficult to control, it is also likely
to be vibrant, probing and better
able to challenge a diversified
student body. Unity need not
mean uniformity.
Law teaching is not just a job.,
We share the privilege of de-
termining the character of our so-
ciety. Our students will be lawyers
and among the many things they
do, they govern; to a considerable
extent, they determine the quality
of justice. Let's give the
American dream a chance.
(These comments are being sub-
.mitted for consideration to both
Matrix and the Advocate.)
,ed. Mr. Smalls left the National
Law Center faculty last spring.
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Bad Means· to a· Good End
byMichael P. McDonald perhaps he could limit it to an
By the time this article appears examination of the history of
in print, Francis Ford Coppola's ERA and the related activities of
"Apocalypse Now" will have· its vociferous lobby.
arrived in Washington and should - ERA for those of you who
be available to anyone interested haven't had your consciousnesses
in either (a) viewing the mass raised is shorthand for the Equal
mutilation of American soldiers Rights Amendment. This Amend-
and Vietnamese civilians (not to ment is a very hot issue nowadays
mention a fine short story by especially in places like Wash-
Joseph Conrad) or (bjcontribut- ingtonorN.Y. Whenever two or
ing upwards of five dollars to the more people gather in conversa-
Francis Ford Coppola Relief .tion the subject has a way of pop-
Fund-Mr. Coppola having in- ping up (unless, that. is, the two
curred a thirty million dollar debt people conversing happen to be.
in the process of filming the Joe "Get a Check" Garagiola
aforementioned carnage. The and Tony Kubek in which case the
film has been praised by aesthetes mention of e.r.a, is likely to refer
and panned by nearly everyone to earned run average.)
else and yet because it purports to Let me state for the record that
be a fable for our times, it will no I have no vested interest in con-
doubt continue to hold claim to tinuing the enslavement of
the title of "most talked about womankind. I believe in equal
movie of the year,"-that -is at pay for equal work and am
least until the next film exposing against any form of unfair dis-
American Imperialism appears. . crimination against women in the
I have no reason to know how public or private sector. And yet I
the idea of using America's in- believe that if passed the Equal
volvement in Vietnam as a back- Rights Amendment would be a
drop to an examination of our na- . great threat to the structures of
tion's soul came to Mr. Coppola. traditional American government
If, however, he is in the market- and am, quite frankly, appalled at
place for an idea upon which to the equally dangerous, not to say
build his next picture-one which opprobrious tactics of its ad-
by its very nature inflames vocates,
people's passions while inducing The Equal Rights Amendment
abnormal behavior-I think he . as a quick glance of the record
could do no better than to take a will show was formally sent to the
look at the way the idea of states for their consideration on
equality (what Justice Holmes March 22, 1972 following its
viewed as the mere idealization of passage in each house of Congress .
envy) has so possessed the heart by the Constitutionally required
and minds of millions ·of Ameri- • two-thirds vote. The resolution
cans. If, however, the subject is proposing the amendment
too broad, even for a man of Mr. required' ratification "within
Coppola's obvious talent, seven years of its submission by
the Congress" or by March 22,
1979. Sometime during the- sum-
mer of 1978, however, ERA pro-
ponents realized that the amend-
ment simply wasn't going to make
it. Only thirty five states-three.
short of the constitutionally'
required three-fourths had rati-
fiedand of these, four had res-
cinded their previous. ratifica-
tions. What was needed the
friends of ERA said was more
time in order to "dispel myths
and fears and allow the issues to
be fairly considered on their
merits". What followed next was
quite simple and predictable:
Congress caved in to the intense
political pressure and extended
the ratification period for another
three and a half year. The process
by which this extension was
granted however is very difficult .
to understand. I defy any reason-
able person to make the attempt
to do so and then to refrain from
concluding that the extension was
anything other than illegal. To
quote Walter Berns, one of the
resident scholars at the American
Enterprise Institute:
.What the Congress approved
. .. was a resolution that
originated in the House
" Judiciary Committee and
which the House saw fit to call
Joint Resolution 638. In fact,
it is something that defies
description in constitutional or
parliamentary language. It is
not a concurrent resolution;
concurrent resolutions have no
binding effect. It is not an act
of Congress in the usual sense;
.acts of Congress require a pre-
sidential signature, and while
the President went through the
motions of affixing his signa-
ture to the extension "bill" the
House insisted that no presi-
dential signature was required.
Nor (and this exhausts the
constitutional and parlia-
mentary possibilities) is it a
resolution adopted under the
authority of Article V, the
amending article; that article
requires passage in both
houses by two-thirds majori-
ties and, again, Congress
insisted that. this measure w,
this "new-order" resolution,
might be passed by simple
majorities.
In short the ERA lobby got the
extension in direct contravention
of the normal rules of the game.
Having been granted their exten-
sion, they then went about their
way organizing boycotts against
recalcitrant states to insure that
the issues would be considered on
their merits. Illinois which the
ERA has been declared a no mans
land by Conn. Governor Grasso.
The American Political Science
Association showed itsdisappro-
val with the land of Lincoln by
voting to withdraw its 1979 con-
vention from Chicago. (At the
same time ABSA voted down a
proposal that it not participate in
the 1979 meeting of the Interna-
tionalPolitical Science Associa-
tion scheduled for Moscow,
where of course, there is no politi-
cal, sexual or social. discrimina-
tion to speak of), More recently a
news item appeared in the Wash-
ington St~r by staff writer Robert
Pear describing the Justice
Department's "unusual request to
disqualify a federal judge in
•Idaho on the ground that he is a
Mormon and therefore allegedly
unable to rule impartially on a
challenge to the Equal Rights
Amendment. "
Economic bullying, verbal
abuse, judge-tampering and
.general hypocrisy aside, the word-
ing of the proposed Amendment
which declares that "Equality of
rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account
of sex" poses a problem in itself.
What does it mean? Which is why
the opponents of ERA are correct
in calling it the first amendment
to be specifically, designed for
judicial review by the courts. Ever
since Marbury v. Madison judi-
cial review has become a valid and
important part of our constitu-
tional system. The striking down
of laws should, however, be an
exception and not a routine func-
tion of the courts. Unfortunately
if ERA were passed, it would be
giving the Supreme Court a blank
check, authorizing it to rewrite all
the laws that in any way distin-
guish between male and female,
Similar to Rocky-the fight
continues and will do so at least
until June 30, 1982 by which time
the new ratification period will
have lapsed again and Mr. Cop-
pola, having extirpated himself
from all debt will no doubt be
well on his way in the filming of
his next multimillion dollar
allegory.
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